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FONDAREX EXPANDS PRESENCE 
IN CHINA WITH NEW PLANT

After 30 years of building a reputable customer network 
in China, Fondarex SA is excited to inaugurate:

FONDAREX (WUXI) MACHINERY CO., LTD.  
in Wuxi City, Jiangsu Province, China

We are also pleased to announce that the production 
plant, technical and commercial teams will be lead 
by our new General Manager, Mr. Markus Winter.  
Mr. Winter is Swiss and has spent most of his profes-
sional career in China working for various prestigious 
companies and clients. The team is at your full dis-
posal to support your local high pressure die casting 
vacuum technology needs. The goal of our expansion in 
the Chinese market is to increase Fondarex’s presence 
and reactiveness to provide the best technical service 
to our Customers. Fondarex (Wuxi) Machinery Co., Ltd. 
will build the new HIGHVAC CN 800. A unique vacuum 
unit for the local market demands with the quality 
requirements of our headquarter in Switzerland. Based 
on the famous HIGHVAC series of Fondarex, a unit sold 
worldwide in the thousands and has become the stan-
dard for the HPDC industry, the new HIGHVAC CN 800 
has been reengineered and updated with the latest 

available technology specific for the Chinese market. 
The new production site will soon be ready to deliver 
the new HIGHVAC CN 800 with short delivery times and 
through our new warehouse located in Wuxi, we will be 
able to deliver spare parts all around China. Fondarex 
(Wuxi) Machinery Co., Ltd. is hiring talents to complete 
the existing team so please contact our team per the 
below with your resume and motivations if you are 
looking for a new challenge. We would like to thank 
all our Customers in China for your trust in our tech-
nology. Our team is motivated and aims to be your 
trusted partner for vacuum technology in die casting 
in China for years to come.
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